This paper concerned with estimating reliability function of one of the important failure models, which is used when the underlying population is non homogenous, this model is called mixed Weibull distribution, when there are only two sub -population with mixing proportions taking into account the case when items that fail can classified and can be attributed to appropriate subpopulations. Two methods were used to estimate the reliability function which are; (1) Maximum likelihood Method (ML). (2) Weighted Least Square Method (WLS). The simulation procedure using Monte Carlo Method, are used and several experiments are implemented to find the best estimators which have smallest mean square error. All results are explained in tables.
INTRODUCTION
Technological developments have witnessed the industrial sector in the last century, to the rapid development of industrial process and the emergence of electronic devices and systems in various areas of complex life such as medicine, the field of communications, space research, and military operations etc. The imposition of this development approach many researchers to configure constant and private non -hybrid (such as Weibull distribution, Gamma distribution, exponential distribution, and normal distribution), constantly technological advances received distributions mixed wide interest to prominence in many fields, including the field of reliability, the times are associated with failure assessment with reliability function mixture from two distributions or more, this mixture may due to the same distribution or two different distributions or more.
Because of mixed Weibull distribution is one of failure models by looking at the performance of the work equipment identical and independent as well as of great importance in the field of reliability increased attention and research to assess the optimization system reliability for this distribution statement operational life of a number of devices and equipment through their representation in one function to see how efficient this equipment and its ability to work for long periods of time, and therefore assess these machines and equipment for planning and development in the future in order to achieve the goal of developing production in terms of the longevity of both hardware and the lowest possible cost.
This distribution also called (Biweibull) [2] and it appear from mixing two subpopulations each model is failure model, and is different from the second sum failure model. The (Biweibull) model is used for analysis of (Atmospheric Data) and (Aerospace scientists) and in stochastic process and its various applications such as Geometry, mathematics, theory of probability, and statistics.
The two subpopulation are represented in one function (1) as; (1) where; And the reliability function is; (6) Method of estimating parameter2.1-Maximum likelihood method ( ):It is the important method to find the estimator of mixed weibull which consist of two subpopulation ( ) and parameter of (mixing proportion parameter). If ( ) represents the time of failure of random sample ( ) taken randomly from Biweibull distribution, and we know when each unit belong to ( ), then we can determine the random variable T (time) of failure of ( ) units before (T) i.e ( ), then the data of sample here is called time censored sampling (Type I), and the conditional probability distribution for time failure from ( ) before time T is;
The probability that ( ) units from failed before time , and ( ) units from failed before time , and ( ), where is number of units survived till time , this probability is defined through: … (8) Then the likelihood function from this sample is; (9) Taking logarithm of both sides; (10) Now let; (11) Then from; (12) Also we can write as;
Also;
And; We can find the two parameters, from equations (17 &18) . This is explained through simulation procedure.
Since the estimator's of maximum likelihood method are invariant, so we can use, ( ) to find the maximum likelihood estimator of reliability function for Biweibull, from equation;
(24)
Weighted least Square method
The aim of this method is to find the estimator's of parameters from minimizing the total sum squares of deviations, and it depend on (White's Method) and application it on reliability function as follows; Suppose ( ) are independent identically distributed random variable represent the time of failure and have; 
The weighted least square's estimator's for parameter's ( ) are; which satisfy equation (34);
So;
The estimators ( ) are function of depend on (time controlling T), and number of time period .
Finally we can find approximate estimator of reliability function;
Simulation Procedures
To find the estimator's (ML&WLS) we perform simulation experiments using Monte Carlo assuming that; And applying as follows.
The comparison between estimators are done using (MSE) and the replication for each experiment is To find the best estimator for reliability function, we use the integrated mean square error (IMSE) for comparison.
Where; is the limit of from lower bound to upper.
The results for the estimator's of parameter's are explained in tables (1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 13, 14, 15) . Also the estimator's of reliability function are explained in tables (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22) . 
